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AssrRAcr

The crystal structure of gehlenite, Ca2Al(Al,Si)2O" 1q t"F"| to N.,:,3'7% fuom

3D difiractometer data. SilicJn and 
"t"loin,t* 

show partial ordering_with"Al in tetra-

;"d';;;i;;- + , i'[t;),ii,i i" t"t'un"a'" at-poinf svm*el-ry rn' cross.-hatc-hed and

iarn"lla.,itro.trro obsu*ua in Sehlenite, from Ciestrnore, Califomi?, are interpreted-as

twinning. Certain genetic-asf;; of such twinning are considered in terms of Al,Si

ordering.

IxrnonucrroN

The crystal smrcture of a synthetic gehlenite was determined by Raaz

(1930) ani that of an inrennediate melilite by Warren (1930). Though

ti.ieir work established the general features of the crystal structure, the

nature of Al, Si, and Mg distribution among the tetrahedral sites could not

be inferred. Smith (1954), on reexamining the structure of a natural meli-

lite, was able to propose certain ordering schemes. He pointed out the

importance of refining the crystal structures of both synthetic and natural

gehlenite for undersianding the order-disorder phenomena in melilites.

i(orcr"k & Raaz (196?) r"fittud the structures of a synthetic gehlenite

and a synthetic gallium-gehlenite, CarGa(Ga,'si)rOr. They-found partial

orilering: Alr.o or Gar.o in the 4 letrahedral sites and AL.uSt 
". 9t

Gao.uSif,u i" tiie tetrahedial sites of point symmetV m. la\ama & Lehti-

"uri'"(fg6Z) 
obtained infrared evidence of the same Al, Si distribution

in a natural gehlenite.

ErprnrmrNrer

The specimen c-hosen was from the contact metamorphic limestone

complex ol C"*t-oru, California. Chemical analysis, undertaken by the

author, utilized the r-ray emission microanalysis technique. Averaging

* Previous address : Departrnent of Geophysical Sciences, T'lre University of Chi-

cago, Chicago, Illinois.
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the results obtained on three different grains and correcting the data

according to the procedure of Smith (1965), yielded the following formula
when calculated on the basis of seven oxygen atoms :

(Car.ruSro.ouMro.or) [Alr.r"Mgo.ouF"o.orSir.or] Or.

Counts for Na were nearly zero. The standards used were anorthite glass
(CP 1i) and Mt. Anakie feldspar (CP 8) for Ca, Na, Al, Si, and Sr;

and a clinopyroxene (CS 10) for Si, Mg Fe, and Mn. Two of the analyzed
grains showed irregular undulatory efiinction under the polannng micro-

scope, but all three grains were homogeneous within I per cent and were
of the same composition.

A difiractometer powder pattem of gehlenite with spectrographically
pure silicon as the internal standard was obtained using Ni-filtered
CuKo radiation. The 20 values, read to -+ 0.01o, were corrected using
the known positions of the silicon lines, and the cell dimensions were
calculated and refined by the least squares method. The refinement
was not satisfactory. The difterences in I dorid"url and the errors in the

refined cell dimensions were large. Compositional variation as a source
of such emors was excluded since the microprobe analysis showed no
such variation. In a later section, it will be suggested that the gehlenite
grains from Crestmore show varying deviations from orthogonal geometry

Tearn 2. Crrr-lrIvrsNsrors or Cnrsriuonr Gnnr.sNrrE

Edse DqeTm 
"rx

a

q.

a

CVNi Diffractometer pattern using many grains.

3 cycles of LS refinement with all reflections,

Cu,/Ni Difrractometer pattern using many grains.
3 cycles of LS refinement with lines O1 7 , 7c1;:20.

Cu,/Ni Diffractorneter pattem using many grains.

3 cycles of [-S refinement using only the last 14 high
angle lines of Table 1. col. 4.

FelVtn Photographic pattern of a single grain.
3 cycles of LS refinement with all reflections.

Fe,Adn Photographic pattern of a single grain. ^
3 cycles of LS refinernent with lines ol I > lcfi::2).

* These values were used in the IS refinement of the crystal structure and in the
calculation of interatomic distances and bond angles.

7.716 0.008
5.089 0.009

7.709 0.004
5.092 0.005

7.706 0.005
5.069 0.007

7.7195 0.0016
5.0853 0.0017

7:n73* 0.0006
5.0860'N 0.0008
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due to varying degrees of Al, si ordering. It is believed that the unusuaily
large reiduals in the reflnement of the cell edge come from sucir
a variation in cell parameters. A single grain of gehlenite free from
optical anomalis was ground with silicon as the intemal standard and
a powder pattem was made with a 114.6 mm camera using Mn-filtered
FeK., radiation. The refinement of the cell dimensions frorn these data
was satisfactory. Table I compares the powder data obtained using the
single grain (photographic pattem) with those obtained from using many
grains of gehlenite (difrractometer pattern). In Table 2 are given the
cell dimensions as obtained from both these sets of data.

several thin sections of the rock containing gehlenitg from cratmore,
were studied. The rock consists esentially of gehlenite and merwinite;
the accessory minerals in the decreasing order of abundance are : clino-
p,yroxene, plagioclasg spurrite, gamet, vesuvianite, and calcite. Varying
degrees of the following optical anomalies were ob,served in almosi all
the gehlenite grains : anomalous birefringence on (001), irregular undu-
latory extinction, extinction suggesting that the grains w"re made up
of aggregates of parallel fiben, roughly square-shaped patches of extinction
on (001) or on planes nearly parallel to (001), and 2V varying from
nearly zero to l5o. The anomalous birefringence on (001), measured by
Berek compensator on grains oriented on a universal stagq varied from
0.0003 to 0.0018. The error of measurement by this method is norrnaily
! 2 per cent, however, in the case of the preent study, the erro is
estimated to approximate 20 per cent since orientation of the grains was
difficult due to the optical anomalies described above. A few grains
showed lamellae, observed more readily in sections parallel or nearby
to (001). some of these are shown in Figures L and 2: Figure la shows
broad lamellae with one composition plane well defined and two not
so well defined; Figure lb shows fine polysynthetic lamellae with three
broad lamella at right angles; Figure 2 a,b shows a cross-hatched poly-
synthetic intergrowth in gehlenite. Though the lamellae shown in these
figures bear a remarkable resemblance to twin lamellae observed in
K-feldspars, they are by no means so readily observed in gehlenite. strong
illumination and sometimes a tilt on the universal stagu is requireJ.
universal stage study indicates that the lamellar and the intergrowth
structures could be polysynthetic twinning. This study also indicates that
the optical anomalies described above may be due to domains of very fine
polysynthetic twinning. optical orientation of the grains shown in Figures
I and 2 revealed the cornposition planes of the lamellae to be parallel
to the c-axis. when the c-axis is parallel to the microscope axis, thl angre
between the two sets of crosshatched lamellae is 90o.
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FIc. 1. Lamellar stucture in gehlenite' (a, left) The greyish grain marked by ABCD
is a gehlenite from the gehlenite-merwinite rock of Crestmore, California. The compo-
sition plane between B and C is more well defined than between A and B or C and D.
Magniication 155 X. (b) A grain of gehlenite from the same locality showing four
broad lamellae A B, C,'and D. tn the region E, very flne polysynthetic lamellae are
observed. Magnification 155 X.

Frc. 2. Cross-hatched strucfure in gehlenite. (a left) The grains marked I ertd' 2

oru guhi.t itu from Crestmore, Califomia. Both the grains show- cross-hatched lamellar

;;;;": h sr"itt l, the region around A show intense cross-hatching, while in the

region around'D practically-no cross-hatching is observed. The birefringence along c

ais in region A of grain 
-1 

is 0.0014 and 0.0003 in -region D' Magnification 155 X'

il) C.orrlh"t.tted laiellae in gehlenite ; gn:atn ,2 of this figure is the gr-ain 2 of (a)

above in another orientation- [r region .A, very fine lamellar structurg and in region B

cross-hatched structme are observed. The birefringence along c axis is 0.0018 in region

A and 0,0012 in region B' Magnification 155 X'
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- optical study of a few thin sections made from rock chips that had
been heated to co. 8000 c. for 3 to 8 days showed that all of the afore-
mentioned anomalis had disappeared except for a consistent non-zero 2v.
In addition, a general decrease in the birefringence was noticed. The
anomalous birefringence on (001) was of the order of 0.0004 with several
qi* showing "ultra-blue" interference color at the extinction position.
Thin- sections of a gehlenite-bearing rock from Trentino, Italy; kindly
lent by Dr. olsen of the chicago Natural History Museum, do not show
any twinning or any significant departure from perfect extinction; however,
all gehlenite grains show a uniform 2V ot about 4".

Precession photographs of a gehlenite grain with cross-hatched srructure
are shown in Figure 3a,b. In Figure 3a, the precession axis is the
crystallographic a-axis. In Figure 3b, the precession axis is the crystallo-
graphic [110] direction. Both photographs were made from the same
single crystal. In Figure 3a, multiple spots are associated with (040),
(001), (021), and (031) reflections. Diffuse srreaks of varying intensities
are associated with a few other (0kl) reflections. Figure 3b does not
show any multiple spots. An explanation for this can be given as follows.
The true unit cell of this gehlenite is tricliniq witrr (oot; n (110)
nearer to 90o than (001) A (100); in certain domains of the single
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crystal, the triclinic cells are polysynthetically twinned on -{110} and

1iIO}. The triclinicity and the twin laws thus deduced could be accepted

only with somre reservatrons. The resolution of the split-spots ale very poor

for some reflections and strain efiects could not be cornpletely ruled

out as a cause of s,pot-splitting. Several r-ray photographs of grains with

not-so-well defined composition planes were also made. Such photogfaphs

show difiuse streaks associated with many Bragg maxima. one such

photograph is shown in Figure 4. An r-ray photograph of a gehlenite

grain selected from a heated (ca. 8000 C. for 6 days) rock also showed

Jt eaL, associated with many strong reflections. In analogy with a similar

phenomenon occurring in orthoclase, the difiuse streaks from gehlenite

crystals can be explained as due to domains of submicroscopic twinning.

Again, strain effects as the cause of the optical anl x'ray anomalies

cannot be completely ruled out. If the observed lamellar structures are

acceptd as twin-lamellae, then a genetic explanation of their origin

in terms of Al-si ordering can be given. This is considered in detail in

another section of this chaPter.
A tabular grain of gehlenite, from crestmore, of nearly 0.004 mm3

volume, which did not show either spot-splitting or streaks of observable

Frc. 4 Weissenberg photograph of gehlenite tlqat showed diffuse lamellar structre,

fnu Gita *"s pl"ckudo"i.e . tttit"rJ"tion. Under the microscope dlo gtuirr showed

difiui lamellar structure. MoKa radiation was used' Diffuse streals of varying inten-

;iii;il associated *itft -.tv*thii sr^ge maxima. A tiny grain of plroxeng which

wa, sticking to the gehlenite grain, is the soutce for some spurious spots such as those

marked "P" in the photograPh-
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intensity associated with the Bragg maxima, v/as chosen for srructure
analysis. The grain was mounted on the crystailographic D-axis. pre-
cession and weissenberg photographs showed .ro d"t"ct"ble deviation
from tetragonal syrnmetry; thu ,pao group extinctions were carefully
checked and found conformable to p42rm, one thousand four hundred
and eighty-seven intensities up to a limit of sinO/, : 1.15, representing
the octants hkl, TFl, and hfr were collected on a manual scintiuation-
counter-diffractometer of weissenberg geometry, using zr-frltered, MoKo
radiation. The observed intensities were corrected for Lorentz, and
polarization efiects. The size and shape of the crystal was carefulry
measured and an absorption correction for polyhedral transmission was
applied using rhe GNABS program of C. W. Burnam (private com_
munication).

RrRrnmnwr

fr: *T:t]ral parameters were refined, by the least squares technique
using the SORFLS program (a local modified version of Busing, Martin
& Levy 1962). The refinement began with the atomic coordinJtes given
by smith (1953) for an inrermediate melilitg yielding an initial R : 0.30.

The melilite structure, in space group p42,m, has two sets of non
equivalent tetrahedral rilT Tr,, and ir-u (see Figuru sa). Gehlenite may
be either fully ordered with Siin the two equivarent tut 

"h"dr" 
T, and, Ti,

and Al in the four equivalent tetrahedra Tu-:Tu; or, partiall/ ord,ered
with Al in T, and Tr, and Sio.uAlo.u in Tu-Tu. i*o ,ut, of r"hrr"*"r,..r,
correponding to the two schemes aLove, were made using the following
weighting scheme :

ID: |  ,  * (-t- l  fr tq)l '
L^-U_B=JIEtrJ]

where / is the number of counts obtained for the peak without the
background, B the number of background counts with y taken as unity.
In this weighting scheme, the quantity

I f_ -) ( r+n)1"
L li=trJ tEtrJJ

was considered an estimate of standard d,eviation, or(nr"t), following a
procedure similar to that described by Evans (1g6l)."'"The scattering
functions of A1'+ and si2+ come very ciose to one another in the region
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of sin 0/1, between 0.15 and 0.33 and again in -the regi-on where sin

\l/L > 1.03. Taking x : 2 in the above weighting scheme for the

,"fl"ciions falling in these regions and r : I for the rest of the data,

"o "rr"*p, 
was made to disiinguish between the two ordering schemes

described above. After four cyclm of refinement with isotropic temperature

factors and individual scale factors for each k-layer, difiractometer-setting,

the set with Al in 7, and Tr, and- Alo.uSin.o in Tu-Tu gave a weighted

R' of 0.156 and the Lth.r ,"t''wittr Si in T, u"d 
"Tr,- 

and Al in ?s-To

an R : 0.165. A calculation of interatomic distances at this stage

,h.*"d that ?, and'T, (mean T-O distance I'77 )' 0'014) were indeed

iurgu, tlt* TulTu (*6"r, T-O distance 1'68 i 0'01A)' Based on thee

,"ril r, further reh.nemenb with Si in T, were discontinued' The refine-

ment with Al in T. and Alo.uSio.u in T, wis continued until the R' dropped

to 0.10 when anornalous-correction terms with f"':0'20' f'"u:,A'40;

fl,:0.10; fli:0.10; and fi,:0.10, f;:0.10 were introduced and the

?"nr*""*"Jr"tinued. At a'stage when-R':0.090, seven pairs of symmetry

related reflections and four inlerior individual reflections were removed,

and anisotropic temperature factoru were introduced. The refinement

continued ,rniil R, dropped to0.072. For further refinements, the following

weighting scheme was emPloYed :

. -f - (-v\ fta-)]"' - 
l' [i-trJ 

' 
[r-B J ]

with r, /, and B as specified earlier and y : F'' This weighting scheme

and the one used beior" appeared justified for the gehlenite data, since

the quantity g: {>lrfl4rp""1l);l/(No-NvJ} 
'' (where No is the

,rrrrrLu, ol observaiio"r u"d-NV"the number of parametere varied) was

close to unity. For an ideal weighting scheme, this quantity should

equal unity (s.", u.g., Hamilton 1964). In order to determine the absolute

"orrfigur"ti.n 
and tfus minimize the polar dispersion-errors-in the- q$.

"to*i" 
distancc, two sets of refinements, one with (hk|), (Vill)' and (hk|)

and the other with these indices inverted were performed. After four

cycles of refinement, the former set gave an R':0'0492 and the latter

i,:0.04g1. The difierences in the z-coordinates of orygen atoms with

respecr to ca of the order of 0.0005. Though the differences between

,hu ,*o polarities is not very obvious, Hamilton's-(1964) significance

tests show that the refinement 
-on 

(ffi), (hkt), and 6'kl), that,gives R/ :

0.0491, could be preferred to the other at 90 percent confldence level.

After three more cycles on this polarity, the refinement converged to

Ra:0.038. The unweighred R *ur o.tgg at this stage. such a high dif-
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ference between R and R' is attributed to the use of a very large number
of very weak reflections whose or(Dk,) were larger than or nearly of the
order of the F(hkI). Omitting reflections with F(hkl)/F^a,(hkt) <0.06
and or.rr, > 10.0, and with only 759 data the R was 0.082 and R, was
0.037. The final atomic coordinates, site occupancy indices, and tle
thermal vibration parameters of the atoms in gehlenite are given in
Tables 3 and 4.

Interatomic distances and bond angles, together with the estimated
standard deviations in thse quantities, were calculated using the soRFFE
program (a local modified version of the ORFFE written by Busing,
Martin & Levy t1964]). calculations of the e.s.d.'s in interatomic dis-

Tasr.r 3, Arourc CoomrNarss aNo Srrs Occupawcr hvorr.pq nv Gsgr.ENrrE

Site occupancy index

Ideal Observed

Ca
T
T

3,6
o( l )
o(2)
o(3)

0.3375(01)
0.0
0.143r (01)
0.5
0,1418(03)
0.0872(02)

1/2-x
0.0
l/2-x
0.0
l/2-x
0.1706(03)

o.sr 10 (02)
0.0
0.e5x(03)
0.1884(0e)
0.2832(05)
0.8033(04)

0.484(01)
0239(01)
0.48e(01)
0.24e(02)
0.508(03)
r.M6(04)

r/2
r/4
r/2
1/4
r/2
t

Numbers in parerrtheses are the e.s.d. x 10a for positional coordinates ancl x lOs for
site octupancy indices.
Tr,, =4 Tr-u =Alo.usio.u

Taar.r 4 Tnrnual Vrrnarrory paneurrrns or GrnrpNrrs

Atoms F' F", 13uu F," F,,
Ca 0.0057(01) Fr, 0.0243(05) 0.001s(01) -0.0013(02) _01s
T r,, 0.0028* B;; 0.0168 (?) 0.0 0.0 0.0

1q*. :.:::1!91] q_ 0.0r37(0s) 0.0006(02) -0.0008(02) -B1s
o(1) 0.0099(06) 13,, 0.0132(16) 0.0023(10) 0.0 b.0
o(2) 0.0061(03) 0,, 0.0211(16) _0.000e(06) _0.0005(0?) _g13
o(3) 0.0075(04) 0.00s6(03) 0.02rs(0e) 0.0021(03) -0.0007(06) -0.0024(0s)

F",

Since difrerent scale factors n'ere used for the k-layers, 0r, *d Fr" ,f Tr," **u
not varied after converting isotropic temperature factors to anisotropic factors,

Nurrbers in parentheses are tlre e.s.d. X 100.
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tances and bond angles were done taking into account both the errors

in the cell-dimensions and those in the structural parameters. The bond

distance and bond angles in gehlenite, presented in Table 5, do not

include any corrections for the thermal movements of the atoms.

Drscussron

lnteratomic distances in gehlenite

This study confirms the general features of the structure as determined

by Raaz (1930) but ofiers more information on the nature of Al-Si

ordering. The Al-o and Si-o tetrahedral distances vary depending on

the extJnt of tetrahedral linkages and on the neighboring non-tetrahedral

cations (smith & Bailey 1963). In gehlenite, the tetrahedron T, is linked

to four other tetrahedra (Tr, T n, T u, and ?u) and thus T, resembles

Tarm 5. Boxo Lrngrgs anp Ancr.rs w GrHr,srrrg

Bond lengths in A Bond angles in degrees

4Ar-O(3)
20(3)-O(3',)
40(3)-O(3")

The

r(3)-o(1)
r(3)-o(2)

2r(3)-o(3)
o(1)-o(2)

20(1)-O(34)
20(3)-o(2)
o(3)-o(3')

2Ca-o(3)
Ca-o(2)
Ca-o(1)

2Ca4(3"")
2Ca-A(2')

The (AlOa) tetrahedron at point symmetry 4

1.?85(2) 2o(3)-Al-o(3',)
2e58(4) 4O(3)-AI-O(3")
zsn(2)

(T 
20?)

group at point qymmetry mm2; with ? : AL.uSio.u

118.8 (l )
108.3 (1 )

r30.6(3)
1r4.2(1)
101.3(2)
103.5(3)
1r7.r(2)
109.08

64.e (t)
65.6(1)
60.8(2)
8e.e(1)
82.5(1)
61.8(3)

108.8(1)
131.e (2)

1.718(6)
1.681 (1 )
1.683(3)
2.854(6)
2.630(2)
2.86e(3)
2.643(4)

r(3)-o(1)-r(3',)
o(1)-r(3)-o(2)

20(1)-r(3)-o(3)
o(3)-"(3)-O(3"',)

20(3)-"(3)-o(2)
Mean

The (CaOr) polyhedron at point synrmew ft1'

2.43s(2) 2o(2)-ca-o(3)
2An9) O(3)-Ca-O(3')
2.416(4) o(2)-Ca4(/')
2.s15(2) 2o(2)-Ca-o(3')
2.5?6(5) 2o(Z)-Ca-o(3')

20(1)-Ca-O(3')
o(l)-Ca-o("")
O(3")-Ca-O(3"')

Numbers in parentheses are the e.s.d. for bontl lengttrs X 108, lor bond angles X 10.
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a tetrahedron in framework aluminosilicate structures. o(3) is bonded to

Tt^!o 
one,7.^cation, and to rwo Ca atoms. The Tr-O(3) distance of

1"785 -f 0.0024 in gehlenite compares well with the mean Al-o distance
of 1.780 I 0.0044 in anorthitq where the mean is taken over four Al-o
distances in tetrahedra whose oxygen atoms have two neighboring ca
atoms. smith & Bailey (1963) found that Al-o distances varied from
1.754 in frameworks to 1.77A in sheets. Hence, the distance of 1.785A
in gehlenite indicates that T, is pure AlOn tetrahedron.

The ?, type tetrahedra in gehlenite resemble those in layered alumino-
silicates. with 7, occupied solely by Al, it is necessary in the melilite
structure 

9lr, Zr-. have an occupancy of Alo.uSio.r. The mean Tu*O
distance of 1.691 I 0.004A in gehlenite is in good'-agreement with the
Alo.ESios-O distance of 1.69A read ofi the Smith-Bailey curve for Al,
Si-O distances in sheet srructures.

The variations in the individual ?-o distances and the ca-o d,istances
are in accordance with the nature of chemical bonding in melilite structur€s
as discussed in the description of fhe crystal structure of hardystonite
Louisnathan (1969).

Space group and twinning in gehlenite
Figure 5a is a projection of the tetrahedral linkages in melilite.

Keeping tJre general features of the structure unaltered, two configurations
with singular tetrahedral occupancies are shown in Figure sbl and b2.
Configurations with Si in ?r,, are not discussed here since this work
has clearly shown that these-'are solely occupied by A1. The structures
in Figure 5b are necessarily ordered with respect to Al and Si, and an
inspection of these figures reveals P2 space group symmetry for Figure 5 bl
and Pl for Figure 5b2. rI the true space group of melilite is p2 or pr,
but tetragonal with a -bfc, and '-0-y-90o within the errors of
observation, then a least squares refinement of atomic po.sitional para-
meters with anisotropic thermal vibrational factors and with the symmetry
restrictions of P42rm space group will average the dimensions of the
tetrahedra ?r_u.

The only direct observation of the triclinic nature of the unit cell of
gehlenite has been pointed out earlier. It is proposed that the true space
group of a fully ordered gehlenite is pl, pseudotetragonal. The observed
cross-hatched and lamellar structures in the crestmore gehlenite have
been interpreted as twinning. Two schemes of polysynthetic twinning
are shown in Figure 5c,d. In Figure 5c, the twinning axis is 

", 
^nd"

with the composition plane {010} or {100}, polysynthetic lameilar twin-
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ning is obtained, or with composition planc both {010} and {100}
polysynthetic cross-hatched twinning is obtained. In Figure 5d, the
twinning axis is c, and with composition 'plane {110} polysynthetic
la.mellar twinning, or with composition planes both {110} and {110}
polysynthetic cross-hatched t'winning is obtained. Twinning according
to these laws distributq Si and Al in all the four tetrahedra ?u-u. In a
very finely twinned crystal, such a distribution of Al and Si introduces

(bt) P2 (p*udoiolrogonol)

T, ra Tar Tr-To *To-Ta

a s i

(b2) Pl (ps€udotetroqonol)
'\*12* rr* T4* Tr* T6

or l
(o )  P421 m

Tt E Tz (t Al) t Tj r T4 r T, aT" (AlrrSi;)

(c) Pl r Trinned ororooe P2

I irinnlne 6!l! c r 6Dodtl6 plom (OlOl

oftiming ori. cr @gotiliq glona llO0)

o o 3

I o-o

o 'o t

t -o

l o t

t r .
*o t

3 o-o

*o t

I o-o

.- .8
3 o-.

*o t

t o-o

o - r ?

I o-o

*o t

t r-o

(d)Pll Trinn€d or€toge P2

I trtrrdrq orlr c , 6n96ltl@ 9lon. lltot
oTrlMlig qlr c, @Dodtlo gtoB(fol

Frc. 5. Space group and trndnning of gehlenite. -(4 TE tetrahedr?I tinllsq in -the
gehlenite.tr*t*e ptoj""t"d along c-axis.-(bl) and (b_z) tw.o.p91sible Al, Si distribu-

iions for a fully oidifeil gehlenite. (bl) orresponds to P, and, (b2)_ to Pl space groups.
(c) A c-axis proiection of ttittu adiacent unit cells of gehlenite obtained by twinning

mu pt 
"oolgot"iioo 

otr t100) and {010}. Twinning distdbutes Al-and si in all four

tetrahedra' &-6. This leads io utt **ttgu space group t2, pseudo tr42p'In this c-axis
projectiorq s-aid of gehlenite is taken along,th9 c-face diagonal (along-TlTz:T)'

irline adjacent u"tit 
"at 

of gehlenite obtained by twirming the Pl confi-guration on

{110} and {lTb} are shown. Twirnlng distributes A1 and si in all four teuahedr4 73-6.

The leads to an average group P2, psetdo C4n2y
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a pseudo 4 symmetry along c[001]. Tetrahedral sites T, and T- are
occupied by Al which introduces a pseudo 2, symmetry ilorrg 

"f 
tOO]

and b[010]. Thus a finely twinned gehlenite assums a pseud,o {42,m
space group symmetry.

The twinned structure with composition plane as {110} and {ilO}
shorlld be slightly more stable than the one with twin-composition planes
as {010} or {100}, for in the latter there are several five-membered
rings of Alo, tetrahedra while in the former there is at least one sio,
tetrahedron for every five-membered ring of tetrahedra. The twin lawi
exhibited by the two grains in Figure 6 appear to be {110} and {r10}.
However, experimental exidence is not wholly convincing to discard

{100} and {010} twin laws for rhese grains. Deer, Howie & Zussman
(1962) havereported that twin laws on {100} and {010} have also been
found in some melilites.

In Figure Sqd, the individual unit cells are fully ordered with
respect to Al and si. An important feature of the ordered gehlenite
structure is that there are two oxygens in every Al-tetrahedra that are
shared by another Al-tetrahedron. Synthetic BaAlro4 (perrotta & smith
1968) also contains tetrahedral Al-O-Al linkages.

The tetrahedral dimensions indicating an occupancy of Alo.uSio.u for
Tr-u represent an average for two tetrahedra, one of pure si 

"trd- 
anothut

of pure Al. The physical significance of such a fractional site occupancy
can be explained by one or the other of the following two possibilities-:
(l) gehlenite, from crestrnore, crystallized statistically disordered in
space group P42rm, that is, Al and Si *i*ud over each of the tetrahedral
sites Tr-u, (2) it crystallized fully ordered in space group pl, but poly-
synthetically twinned in such fine dimensions that the difiraction experi-
ments could not reveal the order. Accordingly, the observed twinning
may indicate either a tendency toward complete ordering of AI and si
from an initial low order or extension of ordered structure into larger
domains.

The broad lamellae in Figure I a, b appear to suggest that those
twin lamellae may be pnmary, that is, these are growth twins. The fine
lamellae in region E of the grain in Figure 1 b appear as secondary
twinning, that is, twinning associated with ordering process. Lack of
sharp boundaries between the broad lamellae may suggest that these
too may be secondary twinning. Thus the broader lamellae may repnesenr
extended regions of ordered domains.

The observed optical anomalies, as well as the difiuse streaks associated,
with the Bragg spectra, may now be given a satisfactory explanation as
due to varying sizes and shapes of ordered domains. It was mentioned
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earlier that the least squares refinement of the cell dimensions using the

difiractometer data, which employed a number of grains, was generally

unsatisfactory, A possible explanation for this is that various domains

may have difierent degrees of ordering and as a result have slight dif-

ferences in their cell dimensions.

Coucr,usrox

The results of the present reinvestigation of the gehlenite crystal

structure may be summarized as follows :
1. In the gehlenite end of the melilite series, there is at least partial

ordering of Al and Si with Alr.o in Tr.r, and Al o..Sio.u in ?r-u.

2. Polysynthetic twinning both lamellar and cross-hatched, may

indicate a tendency toward complete ordering of Al and Si.

3. Twinning has been found in one specimen of gehlenite from a

metamorphic rock. A gehlenite from a volcanic rock does not show

twinning but does show a non'zero optic axial angle.

4. Strain effects cannot be ruled out.
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